
AAOL Notes – Date:   10/25/11     Cast:   “M”   Act 2 

 
BLOCK: CHARACTER: NOTE: SEE 

GREENE 

14  Missed blocking, you back up to the cellar the first time it 

is mentioned 

 

10  Abby “That is all we want settled” X 

12 Brophy LOUDER on phone   

10 Einstein  “Oh that bed feels good already X 

10 Einstein Bigger gag after “I remember” X 

11 Einstein  Less drunk, more unbelievably tired and exaugsted at end 

of  11 

 

14 Einstein “Don’t think we are going to the same place” be stationary 

and do not bob your head 

 

14 Einstein First cross US to Klein then cross SR to Thompson  

13 Elaine “not today..” cross farther DS  

10 GREENE FIX pg 72-73 Jonathan   

12 GREENE Work Jonathan, Klein, Brophy struggling   

12 Howard and 

Shannon 

Need to be ready for fight   

10 Jonathan “Pleasant night sleep..” More looming against Martha   

10 Jonathan More of your lines facing DS, they can be directed DS  

10 Jonathan “Slow down, look at me doctor…” slow down  

11 Jonathan “Doctor this must be an artistic experience..” more 

enjoyable 

X 

11 Jonathan Do not cross until “that’s it he’s next”  

12 Jonathan LOUDER!  

12 Klein Take more time to talk to Shannon about that fact they had 

been out all night looking for them 

 

10 Martha Why do you cross to the table at the start of the scene?  

14 Mortimer  “Yes, Yes” Clean up X 

10 Mortimer “Oh well he is, is he?” you are happy X 

10  Mortimer Review Block 10 lines, rusty  

10 Mortimer Warmer reaction when they start to talk about Judge 

Koleman. You realize they are going to kill more 

 

11 Mortimer When you cross away from Einstein just DSL of table, you 

stay too close to her.  

 

11 Mortimer Clean up M cast stalking pg 75  

11 Mortimer Notice the wine when they pick it up, think about it and 

encourage them to drink  

 

12 Mortimer “You can cut it all out” X 

13 Mortimer “Thirteen bodies in the cellar, do you think anyone would 

believe…? 

X 

15 Mortimer Do not walk around the Aunts, let them walk around you 

to take you to the couch 

 

15 Mortimer “I do,” X 



15 Mortimer Your coffee line is delivered to Elaine  

11 O’Hara You are oblivious to what Einstein is saying about the 

cops 

 

12 O’Hara Do not sober up too quickly  

12 O’Hara Do not cross up to stairs   

12 O’Hara “This is Mortimer Brewster!” Be more proud of this, he is 

a relatively famous character.  

 

13 Rooney The reason you ask them to turn him over is because they 

said he looks like Boris Karloff 

 

13 Rooney Be more mindful of your big motions when ad libbing, 

tone it down a bit 

 

14 Rooney Good reactions! Great Fluidity!   

14 Rooney Find more opportunities for DS line deliveries  

14 Rooney Protest more when the aunts suggest to go to Happy Dale  

Start of 

Act 

Run Start time 7:08 pm  

10 Run 7:51   

11 Run 9:50  

12 Run 2:42  

13 Run 5:08  

14 Run 5:35  

15 Run 5:27  

 Total Run Time: 37:00  

13 Shannon Cross down to SL to Rooney as if you are trying to head 

off O’Hara looking foolish 

 

13 Teddy “Yellow Fever victim” X 

14 Thompson You have to hace your back facing SR of Einstein when 

you see Einstein you do not make the connection that he is 

a criminal and give him a friendly good bye 

 

14 Witherspoon Be prepared to finish all of  your lines that are cut off, do 

not anticipate it 

 

14 Witherspoon Be more hesitant but starting to get used to the aunts 

coming to Happy Dale 

X 

      
 


